Segregation and linkage analyses of 72 leprosy pedigrees.
Data on 72 families with multiple cases of leprosy were analyzed for a susceptibility gene linked to the HLA loci. We conducted segregation analysis with the program POINTER and identity of HLA types by descent analysis to determine the most likely mode of inheritance. We then conducted linkage analysis with the program LINKAS, first assuming linkage equilibrium and then allowing for linkage disequilibrium and etiological heterogeneity. Segregation results suggest a recessive mode of inheritance, especially for the tuberculoid forms of leprosy. The linkage results, limited to tuberculoid forms and assuming a recessive model, suggest a hypothesis of loose linkage with no unlinked locus. When an additive model is assumed, the best fit is obtained with a hypothesis of complete linkage (theta = 0.0) with heterogeneity. We currently favor the additive model as the more plausible one.